
Long-Range LD Can
Confound Genome Scans
in Admixed Populations

To the Editor: In the September 2007 issue of The Journal,
Tang et al. analyzed data from 192 Puerto Ricans geno-
typed at 112,584 autosomal markers and identified three
regions with a deficiency in the proportion of European
ancestry. They concluded that recent selection occurred
at these regions after the admixture of European, African,
and Native American ancestors.1 These signals of selection
are very strong: We estimate that they each correspond to
selection coefficients of >0.08 per generation, which if
confirmed would represent the three most powerful selec-
tive adaptations discovered to date in humans. Here, we
demonstrate that on the basis of the method the authors
applied, these signals of selection could be explained as ar-
tifacts of the unusual long-range linkage disequilibrium
(LD) that occurs at these regions and that is not specific
to Puerto Ricans. We failed to replicate the signal of selec-
tion in an independent and larger study of 364 Puerto Ri-
can samples, when we applied a method that is not suscep-
tible to this confounder. Our results highlight a complexity
in the analysis of dense genotype data from recently
admixed populations; this complexity needs to be taken
into account not only in genome-wide screens for selec-
tion but also in genome-wide association studies to ensure
that false-positive signals are avoided.
The signals of selection were identified withmethods de-

scribed in Tang et al.,2 which uses an extension of a Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) to infer segments of ancestry from
dense genotype data. The authors note that the assump-
tions of an HMM ‘‘are violated when the marker map is
dense and linkage disequilibrium (LD) exists within an an-
cestral population’’; they partially address this confounder
by modeling the LD between consecutive pairs of markers
but describe this approach as a ‘‘compromise’’ because they
do not account for higher order LD.2 In light of the phe-
nomenon that nearby sites in a region may be in weak
LD, whereas more distant sites may be in much stronger
LD, the approach of modeling only LD between consecu-
tive markers is potentially inadequate.3 As we demonstrate
below, local-ancestry estimates in regions where LD is
not fully modeled will not only be overconfident but will
also be systematically biased, thereby leading to false-
positive deficiencies in the population contributing major-
ity ancestry.
In a separate analysis focusing on long-range LD in Euro-

pean populations, we applied principal components anal-
ysis (PCA) to several genome-wide data sets and identified
24 autosomal long-range LD regions, each spanning >2
megabases (Mb) (Table 1). The functional basis for these
regions is currently being explored. The 24 PCA regions
were identified by running the EIGENSOFT software4,5

on a data set of 327 European Americans genotyped on

the Illumina 550K array and identifying all regions where
there was significant long-range LD extending >2 Mb
that explained one of the top eigenvectors. The regions
were independently replicated in 1593 European Ameri-
cans from the Illumina iControl data set genotyped on
the Illumina 550K array and in 1504 þ 1500 British sam-
ples from the Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium
(1958 Birth Cohort and National Blood Service Cohorts,
genotyped on the Affymetrix 500K array), confirming
that these regions genuinely harbor long-range LD in
European populations.
Strikingly, all three of the signals of selection reported by

Tang et al.1 lie in one of the PCA regions (Table 1). Because
the PCA regions comprise <4.7% of the autosomal ge-
nome, the hypothesis that the regions discussed in Tang
et al.1 and the PCA regions are independent is violated
with a p value of (0.047)3 ¼ 0.0001. As we will show, the
presence of long-range LD in populations ancestral to
Puerto Ricans could explain both the signals from Tang
et al.1 and the PCA results.
Long-range LD can arise for reasons unrelated to selec-

tion. For example, inversions are known to suppress viable
recombination, and a known inversion polymorphism at
position 8–12 Mb on chromosome 8 has previously
been shown to be the cause of long-range LD6 (also see
Table 1). (Interestingly, this inversion polymorphism
appears to produce a signal of unusual ancestry in Figure 1
of Tang et al.,1 in addition to the three regions highlighted
in the same paper.) It is important for studies inferring the
action of selection to rule out alternative explanations for
the observed data. For the regions identified by Tang et al.,1

long-range LD that arose because of inversion polymor-
phism or other reasons provides a plausible alternative
explanation.
LD that is not properly modeled impacts not only the

uncertainty in local-ancestry estimates but also the ex-
pected value of these estimates, leading to large systematic
biases in regions of long-range LD. To demonstrate this, we
consider a hypothetical admixed population with ancestry
a1 ¼ 80% from ancestral population 1 and a2 ¼ 20% from
ancestral population 2. We then consider an A/Cmarker in
which the A allele has frequency p1 ¼ 25% in population
1 and p2 ¼ 75% in population 2, so that its frequency in
the admixed population is p ¼ a1p1 þ a2p2 ¼ 35%. Let
q1 ¼ 75%, q2 ¼ 25%, and q ¼ 65% denote the correspond-
ing frequencies of the C allele. If local ancestry on a single-
haploid chromosome is inferred with only information
from that marker, we obtain P(population 1jA) ¼ a1p1/
(a1p1 þ a2p2) ¼ 0.57 and P(population 1jC) ¼ a1q1/(a1q1 þ
a2q2) ¼ 0.92, so that the expected value of the ancestry
estimate is E(P(population 1)) ¼ p P(population 1jA) þ q
P(population 1jC) ¼ 0.80, which is an unbiased estimate
of a1. Now, we consider a second marker that has identical
allele frequencies and that is in perfect LD with the first
and suppose that the twomarkers are used to infer local an-
cestry, treating them as if they were unlinked (this could
happen with the method of Tang et al.2 if the markers
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are nonconsecutive). The resulting local-ancestry estimates
are P(population 1jAA) ¼ a1p1

2/(a1p1
2 þ a2p2

2) ¼ 0.31 and
P(population 1jCC) ¼ a1q1

2/(a1q1
2 þ a2q2

2) ¼ 0.97, so that
the expected value of the ancestry estimate is E(P(popula-
tion 1)) ¼ p P(population 1jAA) þ q P(population 1jCC) ¼
0.74, a downwardly biased estimate of a1. More generally,
when n perfectly linked markers are used to infer ancestry
and are treated as unlinked, for large n (e.g., n R 5), the
evidence of ancestry associated to a particular allele
becomes overwhelming, and the estimated ancestry pro-
portion will equal the allele frequency: P(population
1jAn)¼ a1p1

n/(a1p1
nþ a2p2

n)z 0 and P(population 1jCn)¼
a1q1

n/(a1q1
n þ a2q2

n) z 1, so that E(P(population 1)) ¼ p
P(population 1jAn) þ q P(population 1jCn) ¼ q ¼ 0.65.
The deficiency of 15% local ancestry, compared to genome-
wide ancestry of 80%, shows that the bias could produce
effects as large as the 14% deficiencies in European ances-
try reported by Tang et al.1; such deficiencies will persist
when local-ancestry estimates are incorporated into an
HMM. In a data set of 112,584 markers, the regions of
long-range LD listed in Table 1 would be expected to con-
tain at least 100 markers each. As in our example, unmod-
eled LD could bias ancestry estimates in the direction of
allele frequencies, thereby favoring a deficiency of the pop-
ulation contributing majority ancestry—just as reported in
Tang et al.1

In addition to their analysis of 112,584 markers, Tang
et al.1 report evidence of selection in analyses of individual
HLA markers (Table 1 of their paper). These single-marker
analyses are immune to the effects of long-range LD but
may be affected by their use of inaccurate ancestral popu-
lations to model Puerto Rican ancestry. In particular, the
Native American ancestry of Puerto Ricans derives from
the Taino, a Native South American population that is
likely to be highly genetically diverged from the Native
North American populations such as the Pima and Maya
used by Tang et al.1 to model Native American ancestry.7

Frequency differences among Native American popula-
tions could explain why Table 1 of Tang et al.1 reports

a 13% increase in Native American ancestry based on allele
frequencies of individual markers at the HLA locus,
whereas Figure 1 of Tang et al.1 reports no deviation in
Native American ancestry at the same locus when flanking
genomic data were used.2 We note that if single-marker
analyses are affected by the use of inaccurate ancestral pop-
ulations, analyses of individual markers in new samples
from the same populations would not provide an indepen-
dent replication because the genetic drift underlying the
inaccuracy occurs at the population level, not at the
individual level.
As an independent test for selection at the chromosome

6 locus, we analyzed 364 new Puerto Rican samples, con-
sisting of 170 individuals with Crohn’s disease and 194
matched controls recruited at the University of Puerto
Rico School of Medicine. We genotyped these samples at
2459 autosomal markers from our published admixture
map that were powerful for distinguishing African from
non-African ancestry.8 (Most markers in the map have
relatively similar frequencies in Europeans and Native
Americans, with very different frequencies in Africans.)
Genotyping was performed with the Illumina Golden
Gate technology, and standard quality filters were ap-
plied.9 After additional filtering to exclude markers that
were highly differentiated between Europeans and Native
Americans (so as to ensure an effective two-way African
versus non-African admixture analysis in a three-way ad-
mixed population7) and disallow LD between markers in
the ancestral populations,10 we retained 1438 markers for
downstream analysis. We found that these markers were
sufficient to generate useful ancestry estimates: Our calcu-
lations indicate that we capture 61% of maximum infor-
mation about African versus non-African ancestry at the
chromosome 6 region, so our effective sample size is
(0.61)(364) ¼ 223, which is larger than the sample size of
192 in Tang et al.1

By using the ANCESTRYMAP software1 to obtain local-
ancestry estimates, we failed to replicate the finding of
Tang et al.1 of an increase in African ancestry at chromo-
some 6 (Figure 1) and did not observe an unusual deviation
in ancestry at any region of the genome. (These results do
not shed light on selection signals at the chromosome 8
and 11 regions because Tang et al.1 reported deviations
in European and Native American ancestry at these loci,
whereas our 1,438 markers only distinguish African versus
non-African ancestry.) To test whether our negative result
could be a consequence of low power, we simulated
a data set of 364 samples from an admixed population
that has 18% African ancestry genome wide but 32% at
the chromosome 6 region.1 In detail, we simulated samples
by generating ancestry segments and genotypes at the
same set of 1438markers (with the same pattern of missing
data as our Puerto Rican samples) assuming 18% African
ancestry, 82% European ancestry, and an average of nine
generations since admixture (This quantity was inferred
from the Puerto Rican data and is similar to values for other
Latino populations.7). We preferentially selected samples

Table 1. Correspondence between Regions from Tang et al.
and Regions of Extended LD in European Populations

Chromosome
SNP at Region Peak,
from Tang et al.1 SNP Position

Extended LD Region,
from PCA Analysis

6 rs169679 29.0 Mb 25.5–33.5 Mb
8 rs896760 113.5 Mb 112–115 Mb
11 rs637249 56.0 Mb 46–57 Mb

For each region reported to be under selection, we list the SNP defining the
peak of this region as described in Tang et al.,1 the physical position of the
SNP, and the physical position of the corresponding region of extended LD
from PCA analysis. The other autosomal long-range LD regions identified by
PCA analysis were chromosome 1: 48–52 Mb, 2: 86–100.5 Mb, 2: 134.5–
138 Mb, 2: 183–190 Mb, 3: 47.5–50 Mb, 3: 83.5–87 Mb, 3: 89–97.5 Mb,
5: 44.5–50.5 Mb, 5: 98–100.5 Mb, 5: 129–132 Mb, 5: 135.5–138.5 Mb, 6:
57–64 Mb, 6: 140–142.5 Mb, 7: 55–66 Mb, 8: 8–12 Mb, 8: 43–50 Mb, 10:
37–43 Mb, 11: 87.5–90.5 Mb, 12: 33–40 Mb, 12: 109.5–112 Mb, and
20: 32–34.5 Mb.
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with African ancestry atmarker rs451774 (position 28.6Mb
on chromosome 6) so as to achieve 32% African ancestry at
this locus. By running ANCESTRYMAP on 364 simulated
samples, we detected a large rise in African ancestry at
the chromosome 6 region (Figure 1). Although the local
estimate of 24% African ancestry at this region is less
than the value of 32% used to simulate the data (because
ANCESTRYMAP assumes the null model of no unusual de-
viation in local ancestry and thus imposes a strong prior
of 18% African ancestry), the excess of African ancestry is
more than twice what is observed anywhere else in the ge-
nome. Thus, our failure to identify a rise in African ances-
try in Puerto Rican samples on chromosome 6 is not due to
a lack of power.
To test the robustness of our negative result, we reran

our analysis of the 364 Puerto Rican samples with marker
sets chosen to have different thresholds for maximum
differentiation between Europeans and Native Americans
and reran with all African and European allele-frequency
data omitted to ensure that our results were not affected
by inaccurate ancestral populations. We also reran with
the control individuals only, to ensure that our results
were not influenced by the inclusion of Crohn’s disease
cases. In none of these runs did we observe a signal of
a rise in African ancestry at the chromosome 6 locus.
The above runs used markers that are not in LD in ances-
tral populations, as required by ANCESTRYMAP. How-
ever, as a demonstration of the pitfalls of not accounting
for LD between markers, we reran ANCESTRYMAP on
a larger set of 1852 markers in which no constraint was
applied to disallow LD in ancestral populations. African-
ancestry estimates across the genome varied wildly
from 15% to 54%, corresponding to large deficiencies
in European ancestry analogous to the signals from
Tang et al.1

Our analysis demonstrates that the signals of recent
selection reported by Tang et al.1 could theoretically be
explained as artifacts caused by regions of long-range LD
(with which they strikingly coincide) and inaccurate
ancestral populations. Furthermore, we empirically failed
to replicate the finding of an unusual deviation in African
ancestry at the chromosome 6 region in our analysis of
a larger Puerto Rican sample set. We believe that the
hypothesis of selection since admixture should therefore
be viewed with caution. We note that in a joint analysis
of more than 10,000 African American samples that we
have scanned in admixture-mapping studies, we have
not yet found a single locus at which there is signal of a
local-ancestry deviation that is not specific to disease cases.
We consider it unlikely that recent selection events could
lead to three distinct local-ancestry deviations that are
large enough to be detected with only 192 Puerto Rican
samples, when we failed to detect any such effect in
African Americans using >50-fold more samples.
These results also have methodological significance for

genome-wide association studies in admixed populations
such as Latinos and African Americans. To have maximum
power, such studies need to take advantage of admixture
association signals (deviations in local ancestry in disease
cases compared to their genome-wide average) as well as
case-control association signals. The method of Tang
et al.2 has been shown to accurately infer ancestry in simu-
lated data sets, but our results suggest that it may produce
false-positive admixture association signals in regions of
long-range LD in admixed populations. In association
studies, such errors can be controlled by computation of lo-
cal-ancestry estimates in both cases and controls. However,
case-only admixture association analyses are known to pro-
vide higher statistical power.11 Thus, carrying out robust,
fully powered genome-wide association studies in admixed

Figure 1. A Replication Study in 364
Puerto Ricans Finds No Significant Rise
in African Ancestry at the Chromosome
6 Locus
Local estimates of percent African ancestry
on chromosome 6 for 364 Puerto Rican
samples and the same number of samples
from a hypothetical admixed population
simulated to have unusually high African
ancestry at the chromosome 6 region cen-
tered at position 29.0 Mb as reported in
Tang et al.1 Local ancestry was estimated
by ANCESTRYMAP with unlinked markers.
We note that the Puerto Rican samples in
our study show a slight peak at this region,
but this is not significant because there are
41 larger peaks of African ancestry else-
where in the genome. In contrast, the sim-
ulated samples show an excess of African
ancestry at this locus, and this is more
than twice as large as is observed anywhere
else in the genome.
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populations will require methods that rigorously account
for the confounding effects of long-range LD.
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Response to Price et al.

To the Editor: In 2006, Tang and colleagues1 presented
a novel statistical method for genetic admixture analysis
based on high-density SNP arrays rather than conven-
tional ancestry informative markers (AIMs). The chromo-
somes of an admixed individual represent a consecutive
patchwork of ancestry blocks representing the ancestral
populations contributing to the admixed individual. Their
approach1 is based on the probabilistic reconstruction of
those chromosomal ancestry blocks within single individ-
uals. From the block reconstructions, estimates of ancestry
at any location in the genome can be derived. The authors
recognized that high-density SNP arrays could include
nearby markers that are in linkage disequilibrium (LD) in
the ancestral population and that such LD could contrib-

ute noise to the block reconstructions and subsequent lo-
cus-specific ancestry estimation. Therefore, they proposed
a Markov-Hidden Markov Model (MHMM) that allowed
for pairwise dependency between adjacent markers in the
ancestral populations in the estimation process and devel-
oped a computer program (SABER) to perform these calcu-
lations. They showed, through extensive simulations with
data derived from the HapMap project,2 that the method
was robust in reconstructing ancestry blocks, even for
very dense sets of markers and for an individual with three
ancestral components, and when some of the model
parameters were misspecified.1 Subsequently, Tang et al.3

used the MHMM to reconstruct ancestry blocks from Affy-
metrix 100K data in a sample of 192 Puerto Ricans from the
Genetics of Asthma in Latino Americans (GALA) study4

and examined the genome-wide distribution of African,
European, and Native American ancestry in this sample.
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The authors found strong evidence for statistical deviation
in ancestry at three chromosomal locations (chromosome
6p, 8q, and 11q), allowing for both statistical variation due
to sample size and for ancestry genetic drift, which creates
random ancestry variation around the genome.5 In partic-
ular, the location on chromosome 6p overlaps with the
HLA cluster of loci, and the authors replicated an observed
excess of African ancestry and deficit of European ancestry
in an independent sample of Puerto Ricans from the liter-
ature, by using also published HLA allele frequencies.
Price et al. now raise a number of concerns regarding

both the accuracy and unbiased nature of our ancestry es-
timation with the MHMM method,1 as well as our conclu-
sion regarding historic selection as the cause for the signif-
icant local ancestry deviations we observed.3 Their primary
concern regarding ancestry estimation is that inclusion of
markers that are not in linkage equilibrium (LE) in the an-
cestral populations can lead to both increased noise and
bias. They provide an example of n consecutive SNPs
that are in perfect LD (with identical allele frequencies)
and show that one can get distorted ancestry estimates if
the loci are assumed to be independent. They also provide
an example from simulated data in which the inclusion of
markers in LD in a set of 1852markers leads to excess noise
and bias in the ancestry estimates. However, all these anal-
yses were performed with the program ANCESTRYMAP
and the theory described therein.6 As the authors have
stated, ANCESTRYMAP requires the use of statistically in-
dependent markers (i.e., no LD) and furthermore only al-
lows for two ancestral populations.6 We agree that these
requirements may create problems for high-density array
data, or more generally for data with markers that are in
LD, or for populations with three ancestral components.
However, the examples they present are unrealistic and
have little relevance for analyses with SABER.1 SABER al-
lows for LD between adjoining markers in ancestral popu-
lations. Therefore, for the example of n consecutive

Figure 1. Comparison of Estimated and
True Excess African Ancestry on Chromo-
some 6p

markers in perfect LD, SABER would
effectively treat this collection as
a single marker only, because no addi-
tional information is provided after
accounting for the background LD,
and produce an accurate ancestry
estimate. The MHMM method in
SABER also uses a great deal more in-
formation than just single SNP geno-
types because it uses the empirical
distribution of ancestry-block sizes
in determining for a given individual
the ancestry state at a specific loca-
tion. In fact, in their extensive simu-

lations with SABER, Tang et al.1 clearly showed using real
data (from HapMap) that the Markovian assumption of
pairwise dependency in the ancestral populations was crit-
ical to obtain accurate ancestry-block reconstruction and
locus-specific estimates. These simulations were performed
with markers with an average spacing of 30 kb, 6 kb, and
3 kb (corresponding to the density of a 100K, 500K, and
1000K chip, respectively). Although the ancestry estima-
tion became somewhat noisier with a higher density of
SNPs when markers were assumed to be independent, the
authors clearly showed robust reconstruction, even at the
highest SNP density, when the Markov assumption of pair-
wise dependency was used via SABER.1 For Price et al. to
imply that their examples have relevance for SABER is
incorrect and misleading.
Because Price et al. were particularly concerned about

our results on chromosome 6p because of putative long-
range linkage disequilibrium in this region in Europeans,
we specifically re-examined the results on chromosome 6
from Simulation 2 in Tang et al.3 According to those au-
thors, ‘‘our simulated data incorporates a realistic level of
high-order dependency among linked markers, and we
have the opportunity to examine whether the MHMM is
adequate.’’3 Thus, LD between nearby but nonconsecutive
SNPs in the real data in this region is featured in the simu-
lated data as well. Figure 1 compares the estimated excess
of African ancestry (that is, the estimated locus-specific
African ancestry subtracting out the genome-wide average
African ancestry) with the true excess African ancestry
along chromosome 6. The red line provides the estimated
values, and the gray line provides the true values. Overall,
the estimated excess of African ancestry is within 2% of the
true values, and in fact there is no evidence of any system-
atic bias near the MHC region located between 26.0 and
34.0 Mb. These results provide additional reassurance from
real data that the methods employed in SABER provide
unbiased results in the presence of possible background
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LD in the ancestral populations on chromosome 6p. Fur-
thermore, in our original paper,3 we studied the even and
odd subsets of markers and found comparable deviations
in both subsets in all three regions reported. Thus, the
concern raised by Price et al. of systematic distortion in
our local ancestry estimates appears to be unwarranted.
Price et al. also find fault in our analysis of HLA data in

Puerto Ricans,1 specifically regarding the appropriateness
of populations we used to represent Native Americans in
that analysis (Pima and Mayan). Although it is true that
there is some genetic variation among Native American
groups, and the Taino Indians were the Puerto Rican ances-
tors, the methods of ancestry estimation that we used and
that were based onmaximum likelihood (FRAPPE)7 includ-
ing the admixed subjects in the estimation of ancestral
allele frequencies on the basis of the admixed subjects
and not just the ancestral-population surrogates. We have
shownpreviously thatbyallowing for re-estimation,we can
accurately recapture the correct ancestral allele frequencies
even when the surrogate-population allele frequencies are
somewhat different.7 Furthermore, a far more serious con-
cern of bias in this type of analysis would arise from assum-
ing that theNativeAmericanancestry component inPuerto
Ricans is 0, as Price et al. have done.
The admixture analysis of Price et al. of an independent

sample of Puerto Rican Crohn’s disease patients and con-
trols, for which they claim no replication of our observed
excess African and decreased European ancestry on chro-
mosome 6p, also deserves comment. As they’ve stated,
they reduced an initial marker set of 2459 SNPs to 1438
to eliminate markers that had allele frequency differences
between Europeans and Native Americans as well as to
‘‘disallow LD between markers in the ancestral popula-
tions.’’ This is because the ANCESTRYMAP program is
not robust to background LD and also does not allow for
more than two ancestral populations. Although this
marker density corresponds to approximately one marker
for every 2 Mb, because chromosome 6p putatively has
an extended region of LD from 25.5 to 33.5 Mb,8 we as-
sume they allowed very fewmarkers in this region, perhaps
only one (rs451774 at 28.6 Mb). If so, the claim that ‘‘61%
of maximum information about African vs. non-African
ancestry at the chromosome 6p region’’ was obtained is
difficult to imagine, especially because the allele frequency
difference between Africans and Europeans for that marker
is only approximately 0.40. Furthermore, the lack of allow-
ance for Native American ancestry in their analysis makes
their results difficult to interpret. They also show that their
method is highly conservative because a simulated ancestry
excess of .14 was reduced bymore than a factor of two upon
estimation.Despite the lowpower of their analysis, they still
observed a modest increase in African ancestry at chromo-
some 6p and might have observed a greater increase with
greater marker density and information.
Of course, we agree that all initial genetic observations,

be they disease associations or arguments for ancestral
selection, require independent replication. We therefore

also conducted an independent replication study, this
time with AIMs rather than high-density chip data. We ex-
amined a new sample of 383 Puerto Rican subjects from
the GALA study,4 approximately double in size of our orig-
inal sample. We typed 104 AIMs from around the genome
and obtained a genome-wide estimate of African, Euro-
pean, and Native American ancestry for each individual
using FRAPPE.7 For comparison, we estimated ancestry
on chromosome 6p using five ancestry informative
markers: rs393228, rs7773913, rs853693, rs6456883, and
rs847851. These markers span from 25.07 to 35.01 Mb
on chromosome 6p. The estimated average African ances-
try outside of chromosome 6p was 25.5%; by contrast,
the estimated African ancestry based on the five markers
on chromosome 6p was 40.0%, an excess of 14.5%, com-
parable to the difference we observed in our original
study.3 To assess statistical significance of this difference,
we estimated the African ancestry at chromosome 6p for
each individual. To do this, we first performed a single-
marker analysis, in which we computed the posterior prob-
ability that an allele is derived from an African ancestor,
given the ancestral allele frequencies and the individual’s
genome-wide ancestry:

bz ¼ P
!
African j

"
tafr ,teur ,tamr

#
,ðpafr ,peur ,pamrÞ

$

¼
tafrpafr

tafrpafr þ teurpeur þ tamrpamr
,

where (pafr, peur, pamr) are the allele frequencies in the three
ancestral populations, respectively, and (tafr, teur, tamr) de-
note the genome-wide ancestry proportions for the indi-
vidual. We then computed the location-specific ancestry
of an individual by averaging over the five SNPs. This anal-
ysis is quite conservative because the ancestry estimate at
chromosome 6p is shrunken significantly back toward
the individual’s genome-wide estimate by the Bayesian cal-
culation. Thus, in this case we observed an average of
30.1% African ancestry at 6p, still greater than the 25.5%
genome-wide estimate. We then calculated, for each indi-
vidual, the difference between the estimated African ances-
try at chromosome 6p (as derived above) and the genome-
wide African ancestry. The mean of this difference was
.0525, with a standard error of .0066. A t test to determine
whether the mean is significantly different from 0 yielded
a t value of 8.4, p < 10%15. Thus, the conclusion of excess
African ancestry on 6p compared with the rest of the
genome in this sample is unequivocal and confirms our
original observation.
The specter of bias in our analysis was probably raised by

Price et al. due to the fact that the three locations we iden-
tified as sites of ancestral selection mapped into three re-
gions with long-range LD, as they have described in Table
1 of their letter. Ironically, long-range LD has been cited as
evidence for historical selection, not by us but by others,
including some of the authors of the current letter.8 In
fact, long-range LD was used as an argument for historical
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selection on the lactase persistence SNP on chromosome
2q.8 Interestingly, this region of chromosome 2q (134.5
to 138.0 Mb) is also on the list of extended LD in Table 1
of Price et al. It is puzzling that on the one hand long-range
LD has been used as evidence for selection in one analysis8

and on the other as evidence for bias and against selection
in the current letter.
Furthermore, our initial distribution of genome-wide ex-

cess African ancestry was quite symmetric and fit a simu-
lated null distribution quite well, with the exception of
a very small number of outlier loci (Figure 2 in Tang
et al.3). These outlier loci were on chromosome 6p. If poly-
morphic inversions in the European population and asso-
ciated regions of extended LD were an important source of
bias in our analyses, as suggested by Price et al., we would
have expected to see more outlier points in this distribu-
tion, specifically at locations corresponding to the 24
regions identified in Table 1 of Price et al. Aside from the
three regions already mentioned, and possibly another
region at 8p, none of the remaining 20 regions showed
any deviation of ancestry from background levels.3

Extended regions of LD in the human genome have been
previously described. Huttley et al.9 studied 5048 autoso-
mal microsatellite markers in Europeans and identified
ten regions with putative evidence of long-range LD. Price
et al. have now extended these findings by examining
550K SNP markers. Although the two studies identified
some overlapping regions (chromosomes 2p, 6p, and 7p),
many other regions are distinct. Whereas numerous au-
thors, including Huttley et al.9 and Bersaglieri et al.,8 have
suggested these regions represent targets of historical selec-
tion, Price et al. now propose that regions of long-range LD
they identified are due to polymorphic inversions but have
provided no evidence to support this contention. We be-
lieve other evidence argues against this conclusion. Jorgen-
son et al.10 compared geneticmaps across fourmajor racial-
ethnic groups in a very large sample of sibships. They noted
that polymorphic inversions impact geneticmapdistances,
and when the frequencies of these inversions differ across
groups, map distances between markers in and around the
inversion will consequently also differ significantly be-
tween groups. They identified two regions, one on chromo-
some 8p and another on 12q, that displayed ethnic-specific
map differences. The region on chromosome 8p coincided
with a previously described polymorphic inversion.11How-
ever, they found no other genomic region (aside from 12q)
with significant ethnic-specific map differences (including
on chromosomes 6p, 8q, and 11q); in particular, none of
the regions in Table 1 of Price et al. aside from chromosome
8p showed evidence of map differences. Thus, the sugges-
tion that the regions of long-range LD identified by Price
et al. (aside from 8p) are due to polymorphic inversions
appears highly speculative, at best.
We do agree that the fact that our three regions on chro-

mosomes 6p, 8q, and 11q coincided with three regions of
extended LD in Table 1 of Price et al. is unlikely to be due to
chance. However, it seems inconsistent to argue that long-

range LD provides evidence of historical selection in one
population but when similar evidence is found in a popula-
tion derived from it, selection is deemed unlikely and arti-
fact is invoked. For example, Price et al. and others have
argued that the HLA region on chromosome 6p is particu-
larly interesting because of its broad impact on disease.
Again, it seems contradictory to argue that the HLA region
on chromosome 6p has been a target of selection in Euro-
peans and other populations but could not have been in
Puerto Ricans, leading to a differential ancestry distribu-
tion. The region on chromosome 8p harboring a polymor-
phic inversion, which showed a suggestive but not sig-
nificant ancestry deviation in our analysis, harbors an
olfactory gene cluster and has shown phenotypic effects
in other studies.11 Furthermore, two of the other regions
we identified (6p and 8q) also harbor olfactory gene clus-
ters,3 an observation that seems unlikely to be due purely
to chance.
Price et al. argue that because they observed no evidence

of ancestry distortions in African Americans, there must
not be any in Puerto Ricans either. We do not see the rele-
vance of this observation because these are populations
with distinct and nonoverlapping social, demographic,
and genetic histories.
In summary, we have shown that the MHMM approach,

as implemented in the programSABER, is robust to putative
regions of extended LD in real data. This method should be
particularly useful for investigators studying admixed pop-
ulations with high-density chips. Furthermore, we have
showna convincing replicationof our prior results of excess
African ancestry on chromosome 6p in Puerto Ricans.
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East Asian and Melanesian
Ancestry in Polynesians

To the Editor: Kayser et al.1 estimated the ancestry of
Polynesians by using 377 autosomal microsatellite loci
and concluded that 0.79 of the ancestry was from East
Asians (95% CI, 0.76–0.84) and 0.21 from Melanesians. In
contrast, maternally inherited mtDNA ancestry was previ-
ously estimated to be 0.94 East Asian and 0.06 Melanesian
and paternally inherited Y chromosome ancestry was esti-
mated to be 0.28 East Asian and 0.66 Melanesian.2 One
might guess that the East Asian autosomal ancestry would
be approximately the arithmetic average of the mtDNA
and Yancestry, 0.61, but the estimated autosomal ancestry
of 0.79 is substantially higher. To account for this difference
and the different estimates in ancestry from different chro-
mosomes, strong sex differences in gene flow, occurring in
a particular chronological order, are necessary. Here I pres-
ent a simple two-phase scenario to explain the different ob-
served ancestries for autosomal,mtDNA, andYmarkers and
then discuss how this scenario could be modified and still
result in the observed patterns.
First, assume that a population of East Asian ancestry,

which eventually became the Polynesians, settled in Mela-
nesia and that subsequently there was male gene flow from
Melanesians into this population. This pattern is consis-
tent with both matrilocality and matrilinearity in this
population.1 The effect of this male gene flow at a rate of
mm per generation over t generations on Y ancestry can
be given3 as

qt ¼ ð1%mmÞtq0 þ
%
1% ð1%mmÞt

&
qMel

where q0 and qt are the initial and t generation East Asian
ancestry in the population and qMel is the East Asian ances-

try in the Melanesian migrants. Assuming that qMel ¼ 0,
q0 ¼ 1, and qt ¼ 0.28, then

0:28 ¼ ð1%mmÞt or mm ¼ 1% e½lnð0:280Þ=t':

For example, if t ¼ 50, then mm ¼ 0.0251.
For autosomal loci in this population, the East Asian

ancestry is

qt ¼
'
1% 1

2
ðmf þmmÞ

(t
q0

þ
)
1%

'
1% 1

2
ðmf þmmÞ

(t*
qMel

where mf is the per-generation rate of female gene flow.
Again, assume that qMel ¼ 0, q0 ¼ 1, mf ¼ 0, and with the
estimated mm of 0.0251 used, qt ¼ ð0:987Þt . For example,
if t ¼ 50, then qt ¼ 0.532.
Second, assume that subsequently there was female

gene flow from the East Asians into this population for x
generations so that the autosomal East Asian ancestry
can be expressed as

qtþx ¼
'
1% 1

2
ðmf þmmÞ

(x
qt

þ
)
1%

'
1% 1

2
ðmf þmmÞ

(x*
qEA

where qEA is the East Asian ancestry in the East Asian
female migrants. Assuming that qEA ¼ 1, qt ¼ 0.532, qtþx ¼
0.79, and mm ¼ 0,

0:79 ¼ 1% 0:468

+
1% 1

2
mf

,x

or mf ¼ 2
"
1% e½lnð0:449Þ=x'

#
:

For example, if x ¼ 50, then mf ¼ 0.0318.
This two-phase scenario is presented in Figure 1,

which shows a decline in Y and autosomal East Asian
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